TESTER
Elizabeth City, North Carolina, USA
SEERSGATE IS LEADING:
I went to a church way that the servant once attended. It was truly a new will given for
me to have a viewing of. There have been a few church visits in Texas, yet this is the
first church visit under this new level of training. It will all be made clear as each detail is
presented.
There have been no details shared with me concerning this church way that would give
me insight before I had the Great King’s will placed within me; for it will look as if there
was sharing before, but it will not be in that way. This would confuse any if they were
not drinking in the Great Way’s will. What will be shared will truly give a full way being
moved on in the power ways in the Great Planner King Jesus.
The church service had the same “feel” as when I once attended so long ago, in natural
details. The same “feel” would have a way to seem as if there truly was no growth
spiritually, yet that would be my human fleshly way if that was stated. God had a purpose
for sending me to a church building in a local state that was not part of the original power
training. And that purpose was to show me within that I am truly hearing the way that
He is giving.
I was in a humble way—not moving to gain attention. At my leading, there would have
been no one who would be introduced to me—not because of demons but because I
never want to be noticed when moving in church visits.
I was in a way to see a new detail never seen in these details. I was shown a column
right near the window, up where the stage was. This fire did not burn with consuming
other areas: This column was made up of the material that was fire itself. I pondered
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what that would mean. I could see the various shades of orange that filled up with a way
to be as purifying. The column did not leave with the ending of the service.
It truly was a “tester.” The fire moved a shifting way into unseen realms. This way would
mean that the power, presence, and glory are able to be transferred into natural dealing
ways. I looked at this column of fire that gave a human a way to pass from natural
dealings and straight into the power way in another moving known as glory.
If the people would just look at what glory truly is, there would be a new way to approach
God’s Throne Room.
I am fully being a humble way to say there is still much to learn in doing these church
visits. At the same time, there would be a great breakthrough when the people put the
Great King’s plan into proving ways. There, in this small church, the Great Way was
setting the stage for a major visitation. Will the church way be ready?
SEPTEMBER 14, 2021
SEVEN YEARS LATER
YAHWEH IS SPEAKING:
No, they are not ready. I gave them a great amount of time to embrace My world-level
prophet, but they spewed out the message and rejected the church report. Their fate is
sealed. Yahweh will not overlook how they treated you. They didn’t reach out to you to
gain a deep way. They said you are moving off course into demon-based details.
This day, I cut them off, and they will never have a crumb from the Seersgate table of
spiritual eating and drinking.
They should have sought you for a clear way and not write you off as a false Christian.
It’s too late.
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